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It is increasingly perceptible a startling enlargement on the planetary growth of urban populations. U.N. experts agree that planet Earth already has more than fifty-five percent of its inhabitants embodied by urbanites, that is, by humans who live in urban environments. They say we have reached an anthropocene period, in which billions of urban people aim at attaining harmonious conviviality through the use of urban places. It is interesting to register that the preferred locus for urban places is typically cities, so this will necessarily imply the need for changes in urban design and planning in contemporary cities.

Changes, in cities, can usually involve two experiences, mainly by addressing two simple actions: inventing and reinventing places. Recent literature in urbanism is prodigal in presenting practical examples of the two circumstances, investigating them as ‘placemaking’, in the first case, and ‘resilience’ of disused spaces, in the second. In my personal writings I have observed both thoughts, reviewing them under two of their consequential patterns of spatial configurations: punctuated inventions and punctuated resiliencies. To illustrate the idea, it seems sufficient to simply refer to well-known urban-architectural symbols, such as Disneyland-Orlando or Pudong-Shanghai, in the first case;
and to NY-High Line or London-Tate Modern, in the second. All cases denote crucial morphological outcomes for contemporary urban design, one implying additional fragments to the urban fabric, but avoiding unwanted occupation of virgin peripheral non-urbanised land by a strict control of ‘planned’ sprawl; and other, by reusing urban land turned vacant by obsolete uses, reintegrating it back to the consolidated urban context as a new fragment. Now, this deserve further investigation, because it involves sustainability and resilience, two of the factors encouraged to be examined in the papers for this conference. The central assumptions of the paper will investigate such innovations, observing them both in global cities (such as London) and on the global south (such as Porto Alegre, south Brazil).
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